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How to light your store with LEDs 

General:  There are many factors that need to be considered when upgrading to LED lighting. For 
many people the idea of new lighting is great, lower bills, cooler store, lower bills but why is there 
such a difference in price and what do I actually need and what do I want. 

Ceiling Height: The power of the light source is one of the most important factors in relation to the 
height of a store’s ceiling that goes into a plan for lighting a jewelry store in such a way that the 
merchandise looks spectacular. As the source of light moves farther away from the merchandise, the 
power and intensity of the light diminishes.  

Power of Light Produced: The power of a light source is measured in lumens, more lumens usually 
means more light. The higher the ceiling the more powerful light that will be required to light the 
merchandise.  This light can be manipulated with optics to generate specific beams and colors.  Before 
LEDs a high wattage meant, brighter light, with LEDs a much lower wattage can produce a bright and 
powerful light.    

Color of the light being produced by the LED:  The color of light is measured in Kelvin or (K). The 
higher the (K) reading the whiter the color of light and the lower the (K) the warmer the color or more 
gold the color of the light being produced. For example a light that is 3000K would be a warmer color 
and a light that is 5000K would be a whiter light.  

Color of light reflected: This exactly the opposite of the light produced, we need a particular color and 
power of light to correctly illuminate the merchandise but we also need a our light to do much more.  
This reflection of light is measured by the CRI or the Color Rendering Index.  The higher the CRI over 
85 the better the merchandise will reflect the type of light you want.  But wait there’s more, this index 
is broken down into individual colors and each of these must have a high number (over 85) to generate 
the results you are looking for. 

Diamond Light vs Gold Light: Diamonds reflect best under lights that are between 4000K and 5000K 
and gold is best illuminated between 3000K and 3500K.  This brings out the soft warm tones while 
still make the gold glitter and the whiter 5K will make the diamonds sparkle. 

Quality of the LED lamp: Generally and LED has two ratings one for hours and one for years.  It’s 
hard to know how long an LED lamp will last as the technology is only a few years old (the new 
LEDs) lights are tested for up to 6000 hours a measure of the quality of the light and how it will 
degrade over time.  Single Diodes will burn out, it’s the overall rating of the bulb that gets a rating of 
25,000 or 50,000 hours. 

Warranty; The warranty of a cheap lamp is 1 year, a mid-range lamp is 2 years, a good lamp is 3 years 
and the best warranty is 5 years.  You get what you pay for. 

 



Quick tip: How to tell a good lamp rule of thumb.  If seemingly the same bulb has a higher wattage and 
a lower lumen output than the identical looking lamp then the diode (the thing producing the light) is 
probably being driven at a much higher rate and burn out quicker.  Just like when you drive your car 
closer to red line it goes the same speed as the car next to it, it just won’t go as long before it burns out.  

How Much Power is Enough:  200 to 400 foot candles is universally agreed to be the minimum 
amount of light to properly light jewelry, especially diamonds. However, the store owner’s personal 
preference will be the final determining factor as to the amount of light that they think looks best.  This 
adds another factor into the mix should the lights be dimmable, generally the answer is yes to make 
things perfect.  In this way the store can overcome or match the requirements of harsh day time sun 
and long winter nights. 

Ambient lighting: Have your ambient lighting be warmer and less powerful than the lighting over the 
showcases however keep the CRI of your new LED light above 80 to keep the sparkle as they walk 
around the store.  

The human eye is attracted to brighter light. If the general lighting in a store is the same color and 
power as that over the showcases then there will be nothing to attract the customers to the showcases 
and the store will have a cold non-inviting feel to it. By having the general lighting have less power 
and be of a warmer color (between 2700 and 3500K) the lighting over the merchandise will stand out 
and attract the customer to the cases. 

So What does This Mean: The best light is one that meets the needs of the owner, salesman and 
customer.  Look for the following in your lighting. 
 
 
Diamonds: 
Par38 
4000K to 5000K 
CRI 90+ 
3year + warranty 
15 to 18 watt for a 9ft ceiling 
 
Gold: 
Par38 
3000K to 3500K 
CRI 90+ 
3year + warranty 
15 to 18 watt for a 9ft ceiling 
 
General: 
Dimmable  
3500 K 
50,000 hrs 
Very diffuse 
CRI 85+ 
 
There is always more to the story, for additional information on the very best light available with CRIs 
over 95 and custom made products for your store or stores please contact Doug McFee at The Energy 
House 855-977-4328. 
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